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Critics often examine Frederick Douglass's (1845/1968) famous autobiography
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass in the context of a long sequence of
antebellum and postbellum slave narratives. Fewer interpreters have explored

Douglass's (1853/1890) only work of fiction, an historical novella The Heroic Slave. How-
ever, William Andrews (1990), an important critic of literature by former slaves, wrote a
prize-winning PMLA essay interpreting The Heroic Slave as both an outgrowth of and a
departure from the tradition of slave narratives.

The Heroic Slave matters because it is the first published work of fiction by an African
American and because it forms part of Douglass's large project of persuading a reluc-
tant nation to dissolve slavery. To achieve this end, Douglass decried bondage in liter-
ally hundreds of electrifying speeches; wrote the Narrative, My Bondage and My Freedom,
and The Heroic Slave, and founded and edited a popular abolitionist journal.

Douglass's incandescent anti-slavery oratory proved so effective that pro-slavery
forces contested his veracity, claiming that he had never been a slave and that the bru-
talities he claimed to have experienced or witnessed had never occurred. Douglass
decided that he could only refute this challenge by detailing his years as a slave in Mary-
land—a task that he undertook in writing the Narrative. This strategy created a new
problem, however, for naming the names and misdeeds of his owners exposed him to
being legally captured as a runaway and hauled back to the South. To avoid such a fate,
he spirited himself to England and Scotland, where he galvanized more audiences who
filled lecture halls to hear him. He exploited his situation by turning it into one more
argument against slavery, explaining that, because he had told the truth about slavery,
he was not legally free anywhere on American soil. He returned to the U.S. only after
his supporters had purchased him from his owner.

The Narrative is far more than simply a literary work. Its publication served both as
an incident in Douglass's anti-slavery crusade and as part of his entire argumentative
assault on bondage.

Based on the historical incident of a slave mutiny, The Heroic Slave served as another
important weapon in combatting slavery. The nautical revolt provided Douglass an
opportunity to hone argumentative strategies that he had wielded for years on the plat-
form, strategies that he varied by writing fiction. For him, each act of speaking and writ-
ing repeated, intensified, and varied the form of his argument.

In both his orations and The Heroic Slave, the crusading abolitionist advanced what
Kenneth Burke (1937/1984, 1954/1984) calls a "perspective by incongruity." Douglass
developed his perspective by using a single system of argumentation—interargumenta-
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tion, if you will—to structure both his orations and The Heroic Slave. In his interargu-
mentation, each engagement of speech offers what Henry Louis Gates, Jr., (1988) calls
"repetition with a signal difference" (p. xxiv), as Douglass builds the content and forms
of his argument. Interargumentation permits historical fact (slave mutiny) to become
anti-slavery argument; argument to become fiction; and fiction to become a metaphori-
cal example of what America is, and then—utopically—could be. This system involves
binary oppositions that fold in traditional values appeals.

In this essay we will apply Burke's theory to analyze Douglass's perspective, and will
apply and adjust structuralist notions of Claude Levi-Strauss (1986) and Frederic Jame-
son (1972) to examine the rhetorical problem facing Douglass and the interargumenta-
tion that he produced to transform and overcome it.

Levi-Strauss maintains that binary oppositions supply the form and logic of myth.
The politically powerful also employ binary oppositions to organize relationships—
including those between masters and slaves—and to defend those arrangements. Tho-
mas Chaplin (1986) and other slaveowners rationalized their tortuous oppression of
African Americans through a set of extremely vicious, binary racial stereotypes, includ-
ing the following:

Civilized Whites Independent Whites
Barbaric African-Americans Servile African-Americans

Courageous Whites Noble Whites
Cowardly African-Americans Depraved African-Americans

Educated Whites Articulate Whites
Ignorant African-Americans Inarticulate African-Americans

Racist whites fused these (and similar) horrific binaries to signify:

White superiority
African-American inferiority

Tragically, prejudiced whites deemed African Americans invariably inferior and
utterly incapable of escaping the lower half of these divisions. Whites usually filled the
highest ranks of the top category with such figures as George Washington, Thomas Jef-
ferson, and Patrick Henry—whom whites considered the most civilized, independent,
courageous, noble, educated, articulate, and superior of Americans.

Douglass and other abolitionists could eliminate slavery only by dislodging as many
binary racist stereotypes as possible from the minds of as many whites as possible. He
undertook this task by using incongruities to disrupt expectations.

Kenneth Burke (1954/1984) declares that a "perspective by incongruity" violates
what he calls "piety" or "the sense of what properly goes with what" (p. 74). Although the
term "piety" usually denotes religious devotion, Burke uses it to indicate any powerful
devotion. Explicating Burke, Julia Allen and Lester Faigley (1995) analyze the power of
a perspective by incongruity to threaten a religiously held devotion:

By juxtaposing incongruous ideas, Burke says, we "shatter pieties." In other
words, by juxtaposing one ideological correctness together with another, of a
different ideological stripe, the two call each other into question, (p. 162)
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Burke (1937/1984) claims enormous power for such rhetorical juxtapositioning by
naming it "atom-cracking" (p. 308).

Douglass expressed his rhetoric by incongruity through two related methods. First,
he expounded a set of binary oppositions to demonstrate that whites' most cherished
values demanded the repeal of slavery. Second, he attacked whites' repugnant stereo-
types by overturning them, scrambling the membership rolls of each racist binary. In
The Heroic Slave he refined and intensified both strategies.

Douglass propounded his binary oppositions because, as Frederic Jameson (1972)
explains, binary opposition "generates an order out of random data" and can function
as a "deciphering device" to help the mind "perceive difference and identity" as it con-
fronts "a mass of apparently homogeneous data" (pp. 113,117). As Henry Louis Gates,
Jr., (1979) remarks, Douglass offered binary oppositions—mostly standard literary bina-
ries—in the opening chapter of the Narrative. Douglass's most forceful binaries, how-
ever, are the unrentingly vivid racial ones that he wielded from the platform.

DOUGLASS'S ORATORY

Throughout many antebellum orations, Douglass cracked cultural atoms as he
opposed Brutal American Practices to Great American Ideals—an opposition that pro-
voked listeners to perceive difference and identity when confronting data related to sla-
very. Slaveowners furnished a constant stream of cruel and outrageous incidents that he
could cite to exemplify the first half of the binary. He exemplified the second half by
invoking the sacrosanct principles of the Declaration of Independence and Christian-
ity.

Douglass frequently exemplified Great Ideals by evoking revolutionary figures and
expressions from 1776, especially Jefferson's affirmation in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence: "We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.. .." Douglass (1845/1979) began issuing appeals
to these touchstone lines—especially "all men are created equal"—at least as early as
1845 (p. 61). A year later he (1846/1979a) told sympathetic Scottish listeners:

I do speak against an American institution—that institution is American sla-
very. But I love the Declaration of Independence, I believe it contains a true
doctrine—that "all men are born equal." It is, however, because they do not
carry out this principle that I am here to speak, (p. 221)

In the same year he (1846/1979b) informed a British audience how to persuade
Americans to repeal slavery. His instructions also explain his own rhetorical method:

Hold up before them their inconsistencies. Tell them to look at their Act of
Declaration—to contrast that with their conduct. In that declaration we have
these truths—let us tell Americans they are self-evident—"That all men are
born free and equal".... Ask them to give up slavery and stand by that Declara-
tion. Demand this in the name of consistency, (p. 374)

On the platform Douglass exploded idolatrous, racist stereotypes not only by enun-
ciating his binary oppositions, but also by celebrating outstanding black achievers who,
failing to instantiate the odious stereotypes, demonstrated instead that they belonged
in the top categories. For example, he (1860/1979) hailed Benjamin Banneker, Touis-
sant l'Ouverture, and other blacks whose noteworthy accomplishments made them
superior human beings (pp. 295-297).

No African American achiever was more useful to Douglass's rhetoric by incongru-
ity than one with the resonant name of Madison Washington. In 1841 Washington and
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over one hundred thirty other slaves were dragged from a wharf in Virginia onto the
ship Creole, which headed for a slave market in New Orleans. In the open sea "Washing-
ton led a band of slaves to take command of the Creole; they shanghaied it by directing
the crew to sail for Nassau, where all the slaves gained their freedom. One white was
killed while resisting the mutiny; but, according to whites aboard the brig, not only did
Washington eschew savagery, he also intervened to save white lives (Andrews, 1990;
Jones, 1975).

In addresses during the 1840s Douglass extolled the revolt, lionizing Washington as
a hero and comparing him to whites who fought for freedom. William Andrews
explains that Douglass chose Washington to represent "the revolutionary, but not
blindly rampaging, slave" (1990a, p. 29) who could serve as "a model of black militancy,
aggressive in pursuit of his rights, but self-controlled in his use of violence" (1990b, p.
12).

In Cork, Ireland, Douglass (1845/1979) observed, ".. . Congress was thrown into an
uproar that Maddison Washington had in imitation of George Washington gained liberty"
(p. 68). In Scotland the splendid orator (1846/1979c) insisted that, although Daniel
Webster "characterized the noble Maddison Washington as being a murderer, a tyrant,
and a mutineer," Washington's deeds "according to all the doctrines 'professed' by
Americans, ought to have been honored and rewarded." Douglass continued, "It was
considered no crime for America, as a nation to rise up and assert herself in the fields
of fight; but when the poor African made a stroke for his liberty it was declared to be a
crime." He added, "what was an outrage on the part of the black man was an honor and
a glory to the white" (p. 245).

Through his argument Douglass transmuted Washington's action into a perspective
by incongruity, a rhetorical fulcrum that could upend racist stereotypes. Douglass main-
tained that, instead of being among the most deplorable of all slaves—a claim made by
Webster and John Calhoun—Washington merited unstinting admiration. Through an
act castigated as a crime and an outrage, a "mere" slave—supposed to be inevitably
brutish, servile, cowardly, ignoble, ignorant, inarticulate, and wholly inferior—deserved
honor and glory parallel to that of George Washington and other patriots of 1776.

THE HEkOIC SLAVE

In 1842, the abolitionist journal The Liberator relayed news from a Canadian aboli-
tionist that Madison Washington had once lived in Canada and wanted to return South
to rescue his enslaved wife. The same article in The Liberator reported that New York
abolitionists had helped finance his foray back to the South (Andrews, 1990a). Beyond
this brief account and the descriptions of the mutiny that officers of the Creole supplied
to the American consul, no one knew much about Madison Washington, who, following
the insurrection, disappeared from notice.

Even though Douglass the speaker transformed Washington's revolt into a perspec-
tive by incongruity, neither Douglass nor anyone else could explain much about the
head mutineer. When Washington failed to pursue a career as either orator or autobi-
ographer, Douglass created a full-bodied account of the well-behaved rebel through the
only available vehicle—a historical novella.

Attaching tendons, muscles, organs, and flesh to the bones of what was known
about Washington's life, Douglass narrates a tale of a Northerner named Listwell who,
journeying through Southern woods, overhears a soliloquy by a slave wondering
whether to escape. The slave's anguished eloquence converts Listwell to the abolitionist
cause. Several years later Listwell welcomes an unexpected visitor into his Ohio home—
Madison Washington, the same slave who delivered the sylvan monologue. After a long
conversation, Listwell ushers Washington safely to Canada. The white sympathizer is
again surprised when he encounters Washington fettered to a chain gang in Virginia.
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Washington tells of his misfortune in venturing South in an unsuccessful bid to free his
wife. Listwell slips three files to Washington before the captured slave is herded away.

The novella does not describe the mutiny directly. Instead, after it has occurred,
readers learn about it through a coffeehouse dialogue between Tom Grant, first mate
of the Creole, and Jack Williams, a white racist who cannot understand how slaves could
successfully mutiny. This absence seems to be another reversal that Douglass is trying to
avoid; that is, to narrate the slave mutiny would provide a rhetorically ineffective con-
trast with the image of the slaves in chains prior to boarding the ship, an image that is
central to the power of Douglass' rhetoric.

Epitomizing Southern racists, Williams dogmatically spouts ugly stereotypes.
Although he never meets any of the mutineers, he confidently asserts:

But a nigger's a nigger, on sea or land; and is a coward, find him where you will;
a drop of blood from one on 'em will skeer a hundred. A knock on the nose, or
a kick on the shin, will tame the wildest 'darkey' you can fetch me. (p. 62)

Not only does Williams view the blacks on the Creole (whom he never met) as cow-
ardly, he also opines: "I cannot see how a dozen or two of ignorant negroes . . . closely
ironed between decks should be able to get their fetters off and take control of the
brig. He exclaims, "There must have been great carelessness, or cowardice some-
where!" (p. 64).

By the time Williams first appears, Douglass has already attacked Williams's stereo-
types by organizing The Heroic Slave through his familiar binary oppositions of Brutal
Practices/Great Ideals. The plot functions through three major reversals: Washington
exchanging Brutal Slavery for Freedom via a flight to Canada, Washington exchanging
Freedom for Brutal Slavery via a failed attempt to rescue his wife, and Washington
exchanging Brutal Slavery for Freedom via a mutiny.

Douglass develops the first half of Brutal Practices/Great Ideals when his protago-
nist and narrator portray bondage as stark, unmitigated evil. For example, in Ohio,
Washington informs Listwell about the brutish cruelty of "being whipt for no cause":

I received on my naked back forty stripes, and was kept in this distressing [sus-
pended] position three or four hours, and was then let down, only to have my
torture increased; for my bleeding back, gashed by the cow-skin, was washed by
the overseer with old brine, (p. 35)

Washington issues other "[s]cathing denunciations of the cruelty and injustice of
slavery" (p. 29). His actions also testify that slavery is unalloyed hell: he risks severe pun-
ishment by fleeing to Canada and braves death by engineering a mutiny. Describing
Listwell's revulsion at seeing Washington's chain gang, the narrator relates the deprav-
ity of slavery:

All sizes, ages, and sexes, mothers, fathers, daughters, brothers, sisters—all
huddled together, on their way to market to be sold and separated from home,
and from each other forever. And all to fill the pockets of men too lazy to work
for an honest living, and who gain their fortune by plundering the helpless,
and trafficking in the souls and sinews of men. (pp. 53-54)

Douglass's narrator begins The Heroic Slaveby exemplifying the second half of Brutal
Practices/Great Ideals as the narrator repeats Douglass's earlier equation of Madison
Washington's revolt and the American Revolution. The narrator intensifies the rhetoric
of incongruity by identifying Madison Washington not only with George Washington,
but also with Thomas Jefferson and Patrick Henry:

a man who loved liberty as well as did Patrick Henry,—who deserved it as much
as Thomas Jefferson,—and who fought for it with a valor as high, an arm as
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strong, and against odds as great, as he who led all the armies of the American
colonies through the great war for freedom and independence, lives now only
in the chattel records of his native State, (p. 25)

Echoing Jefferson's language about "inalienable rights," Madison Washington rein-
forces this identification by musing that liberty is '"the inalienable birth-right of every
man, precious and priceless'" (p. 28). In the penultimate paragraph, Grant reiterates
the equation a final time by observing that Madison Washington's principles "'are the
principles of 1776'" (p. 68).

Douglass scrambles racist binaries by idealizing Madison Washington in four spe-
cific ways. First, the narrator projects onto Washington the superlative physical features
of a Homeric warrior or, better, an ancient Greek statue come to life:

Madison was of manly form. Tall, symmetrical, round, and strong. In his move-
ments he seemed to combine, with the strength of the lion, a lion's elasticity.
His torn sleeves disclosed arms like polished iron. . . . His whole appearance
betokened Herculean strength, (p. 28)

Second, the narrator grants Washington a highly appealing personality. Despite his
Herculean qualities, "there was nothing savage or forbidding in his aspect. A child
might play in his arms or dance on his shoulders" (p. 28). Washington does not merely
exhibit nobility once in a mutiny; he exudes nobility every day:

He was just the man you would choose when hardships were to be endured, or
danger to be encountered,—intelligent and brave. He had the head to con-
ceive, and the hand to execute. In a word, he was one to be sought as a friend,
but to be dreaded as an enemy, (p. 28)

Third, Douglass gives Washington the gift of eloquence, especially in the forest solil-
oquy, but also throughout the work. Just as words from Henry, Jefferson, and George
Washington could move people to action, Madison Washington changes Listwell's life
and the lives of the slaves on the Creole.

Fourth, Washington understands Christianity and manifests Christian virtues. In
Ohio, he relates to Listwell a "narrow escape" in which he climbed high in a tree to avoid
slave catchers. A solitary old slave happened to sit near the same tree. Washington recalls
in detail how, failing to see him, the slave gained his trust by praying devoudy for deliver-
ance. Washington descended from the tree "like another Zacheus"—a minor figure
from the Gospel of Luke (Luke 19:01-19:10) who left his perch in a tree. Washington
abandoned his tree because, paraphrasing a verse from die Gospel of Matthew (Matthew
6:05-6:06), he explains, "I knew enough of religion to know that the man who prays in
secret is far more likely to be sincere tfian he who loves to pray standing in the street, or
in the great congregation" (p. 41). Here, not only does Washington display precise
awareness of two Biblical passages, he also acts in accordance with scripture: first, he imi-
tates Zacheus by descending from a tree; second, he trusts someone who prays secredy.

Whereas in Douglass's and other abolitionists' speeches and in The Liberator, Wash-
ington remained sketchy, Douglass used his novella to transform Washington into a
well-developed persona who could incorporate new variations of Douglass's often-used
binary oppositions and traditional values appeals. By portraying Washington as muscu-
lar, noble, eloquent, freedom-loving, and Christian—in short, as an exceedingly admi-
rable hero—Douglass strengthened his rhetorical fulcrum as it overturned binary racist
caricatures.

In his work on storytellers, Levi-Strauss (1986) argues that ". . . mydiical thought
always progresses from the awareness of oppositions toward their resolution" (p. 819).
Although Douglass organized numerous orations and his novella through binaries, the
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great abolitionist could not resolve his oppositions through a mediating third term or,
indeed, through any act of language. That is, only emancipation itself could initiate the
resolution of Douglass's binary tensions. His addresses and The Heroic Slave overlap in
an intertextual way with the "text" of national life, the only "text" that could resolve his
oppositions.

But The Heroic Slave does prefigure how this resolution might occur. Through three
major white characters—Williams, Listwell, and Grant—Douglass foreshadows one
non-response and two responses to Washington that white readers might emulate.

First, Williams is ruled by racist preconceptions. His non-response to Washington
involves a strong conclusion about the Creole incident drawn before he has heard
much evidence ("There must have been great carelessness, or cowardice somewhere!").
Williams revels in the prejudice that is the source of racist social order.

Second, Listwell responds sympathetically to Washington. Upon overhearing Wash-
ington's soliloquy, he immediately vows "to atone for my past indifference to this ill-
starred race" by working for "the speedy emancipation of every slave in the land" (p. 30).
He serves as Washington's accomplice and offers a contrast to social inaction. Douglass
uses Listwell to demonstrate that whites can and should subvert the racist social order.

Third, Grant responds ambivalently to Washington, struggling to reconcile his
experience with learned racist notions. Although Robert Stepto argues that Grant "has
become a transformed man as a result of living through the [mutiny]" (p. 364), Grant
only partly converts to abolitionism. Unlike Washington, Listwell, and Williams, Grant
remains morally ambivalent. As first mate on a slave trader, he makes a living by treating
human beings as cargo. After witnessing Washington's uprising, however, he direcdy
challenges Williams's racist stereotypes: "'I deny that the negro is, naturally, a coward,'"
especially on the Atlantic Ocean, '"where every breeze speaks of courage and liberty'"
(p. 62). When Williams states his desire "'to redeem the character of [white] Virginia
sailors'" by running a slaver himself, Grant promises "'never to set my foot on the deck
of a slave ship'" again, for '"this whole slave-trading business is a disgrace and a scan-
dal'" (p. 63). Again countering Williams's stereotypes, the first mate hails the "'shrewd'"
Washington for "'greatness,'" "'intelligence,'" and "'ability'" (p. 65). Grant attests that
Washington was '"a superior man; one who, had he been a white man, I would have fol-
lowed willingly and gladly in any honorable enterprise'" (p. 68). Grant further inverts
Williams' racist caricatures by praising the "'courage'" and '"skill"' of the black muti-
neers while noting the "'terror-stricken'" white sailors who cowered in the rigging '"like
so many frightened monkeys'" (pp. 64, 67).

But, despite vowing never to board a slave ship again, the ambivalent officer rises
angrily when Williams accuses him of being "'as good an abolitionist as Garrison him-
self.'" Grant insists: "'That man does not live who shall offer me an insult with impunity" (p.
63). In the final paragraph of The Heroic Slave, Grant—not Williams—labels as '"impu-
dent rascals'" and "'stupid blockheads'" those black police in Nassau who permit slaves
to stroll into freedom (pp. 68, 69).

While Grant recognizes that Washington has reversed binary stereotypes, Grant fails
to understand that to overturn these preconceptions is to dissolve assumptions neces-
sary for slavery to operate. With his shaken attitude hanging in the balance, he weighs
the presumed "naturalness" of slavery against a noble rebellion against it. The issue of
slavery divides his psychological self, for the issue is no longer removed from his experi-
ence of the world. While his piety is shattered, he is only beginning to perceive identity
(between a slave revolt and the American Revolution) and difference (between early
American patriots and terror-stricken white sailors) as he sorts through scrambled
racial binaries. Though the mutiny blasts his stereotypical idolatry and moves him ideo-
logically closer to Listwell (and Douglass), he remains a narrative metaphor for a
divided nation that advocates equality while enshrining slavery.
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As he upsets/unsettles racist stereotypes, Douglass uses Listwell and Grant to appeal
to two sets of white readers, prodding sympathetic whites to emulate the easily-con-
verted Listwell and shaking more resistant whites as Washington had shaken Grant.

Douglass's construction of Grant is central to his argumentative strategy as it devel-
oped after the Dred Scott decision, a strategy in which he engaged new binaries to con-
test and prophesy about the case. Following the Supreme Court's ruling, Douglass
(1857/1979) unleashed lightning, reviling the Court's decision as "an open, glaring,
and scandalous tissue of lies" (p. 167). Recapitulating familiar incongruities, he
assaulted slavery by invoking the Bible, the Declaration, and Jefferson and by pro-
pounding more binaries than ever. Whereas his earlier binaries had emphasized slave-
holders' yoking of metaphysical opposites, the binaries of Douglass's "The Dred Scott
Decision" heralded a massive, inevitable, and positive transformation of millions of
lives. Coining a new binary—Past Ignorance/Present Awareness—he insisted that,
despite the recent "hell-black judgment of the Supreme Court" (p. 168), this gargan-
tuan change was well under way:

Politicians who cursed [abolitionism] now defend it; ministers, once dumb,
now speak in its praise; and presses, which once flamed with hot denunciations
against it, now surround the sacred cause as by a wall of living fire. (p. 166)

Conceding that pro-slavery forces had registered temporary gains, he generated
another new binary—False Resolution/True Resolution—to ridicule earlier and recent
efforts to guarantee the permanence of slavery:

Loud and exultingly have we been told that the slavery question is settled, and
settled forever. You remember it was settled thirty-seven years ago, when Mis-
souri was admitted into the Union with a slaveholding constitution... .Just fif-
teen years afterwards, it was settled again by voting down the right of petition,
and gagging down free discussion in Congress. Ten years after this, it was set-
tled again by the annexation of Texas. . . . In 1850 it was again settled. This was
called a final settlement. . . . Four years after this settlement, the whole ques-
tion was once more settled, and settled by a settlement which unsettled all the
former settlements. The fact is, the more the question has been settled, the
more it has needed settling, (pp. 166-167)

Douglass argued that only one True Resolution of slavery was possible—abolition.
Other Resolutions were False and would fail, just as the Missouri Compromise and sub-
sequent False Resolutions had failed. The failures occurred despite brilliant pro-slavery
leaders—Henry Clay, John Calhoun, and Daniel Webster—who "went to their graves
disappointed and defeated" (p. 166).

Failure was inevitable because slavery affronted God. And the False Resolution of the
Supreme Court might paradoxically advance a True Resolution; for, in the Dred Scott
case, the Court might be forging "one necessary link in the chain of events preparatory
to the downfall and complete overthrow of the whole slave system" (pp. 168-169).

Douglass's interargumentative rhetoric by incongruity—including his speeches and
The Heroic Slave—formed earlier links in that same "chain of events." Detesting slavery
but refusing to embrace anti-slavery, the ambivalent and unresolved Grant personifies a
self-contradictory nation—a House Divided—in which destruction looms. By measur-
ing Grant against Listwell, Douglass portrays Grant's state-of-mind as a False "setde-
ment"—a Missouri Compromise of the psyche—in which tensions remain decidedly
intact. But, by exploding stereotypes with oratorical binaries and with the magnificent
persona of Madison Washington, Douglass shatters the ideological pieties of slavery and
presages its eradication. Furthermore, Douglass, a former slave, is sufficiently aware of
this condition to be able to warn white Americans about it—a role that also inverts
racial binaries.
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Douglass's complex web of inverted binaries forms a striking portion of his interar-
gumentation, which could only begin to resolve itself when Lincoln offered the Eman-
cipation Proclamation —an act that Douglass deemed "the greatest event of our
nation's history" (p. 549).

Douglass's interargumentative rhetoric by incongruity is an early example of rhetor-
ical strategies that Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and other scholars (who fail to discuss The
Heroic Slave and Douglass's speeches) recognize as central to African-American dis-
course—call and response, signifying, and intertextuality. Douglass's binaries, reversals,
inversions, and juxtapositions mirror those in other slave narratives—such as Mary
Prince's and Harriet Jacobs's—and foreshadow those in Pauline Hopkins's novel Con-
tending Forces, Charles Chesnutt's novel The Marrow of Tradition, Ida B. Wells's speeches,
Zora Neale Hurston's novel Their Eyes Were Watching God, Ralph Ellison's novel Invisible
Man, and Martin Luther Kingjr.'s "I Have a Dream."

Like many later African American writers, Douglass argued by layering point on
point, manipulating established traditions to highlight, reveal, and further his radical
views. His interargumentation in The Heroic Slave and elsewhere exemplifies and prefig-
ures a vast and vastly important African-American rhetoric.
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